OBBITU VILLAGE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON 28/4/2012
MEMBERS PRESENT
1. Gufu guyo
2. Gufu Duba
3. Paul guyo
4. Mariam Bonaya
5. Mathew galgalo
6. Hawai Abdi
7. Shana Golicha
8. Chief Hussein Kitata
9. Halkano Malicha
10. Sororo Dabaso
11. Shama Alio
AGENDA
1. NHIF medical cover for poor families
2. Update on land(extension of the compound)

Preliminary.
The chairman informed the members and asked the deliberate on agenda. The meeting was
started with award of prayer lead by Mathew.
MIN/1/4/2012 - UPDATE ON EXTENSION OF COMPOUND - GREEN HOUSE PROJECT.
Mr. Gufu Guyo-Cipad chairman explained to the members that the local leaders has accepted
to give the land extension of the compound for intended project. He expressed his appreciation
on behave of the organization.
MIN.2/4/2012.NHIF MEDICAL COVER
Mr.Gufu explained to the members how NHIF operate. He further explained that CIPAD have
got a support from CCM who is now undertaking pilot project to asset sustainability of the
project. The beneficiaries are expected to contribute some amount of money to NHIF on
monthly basis. Head of the house hold will be enrolled as member who is contributing on
monthly basis. The rest of the family members will be beneficiary automatically. The role of
Cipad management committees is to identify the beneficiary based on agreed criteria of vetting
as follows.
Criteria of identification of beneficiaries
1. Poverty

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

No. of family member.
Disability
Resident of Sololo district
Willingness to participate
Age

Recommendation.
1. 110 family members who were under support of CIPAD Sololo project will be considered
2. Beneficiaries will be from the following sub-location, DF, Mado adhi, Waye goda, Sololo
makutano, Anona, Golole, Uran, Lataka and Sololo Ramata.Because of the budgeting
purpose the organization has suggested 7 family members to be considered in each of
the above mentioned sub-location. 27 family members from Sololo ramata will be
considered. The amount of money allocated for this project is Ksh 1.5million per year.
70% will go to beneficiaries and 30% will be administrative cost. Mr. Gufu explained the
member that do additional beneficiaries (newly identified) will only benefit from NHIF
cover but not other services. Mr. Shama Alio suggested that beneficiaries in various
areas have to be balanced. Areas with minimal number of beneficiaries who were
already under care of CIPAD should have higher number of beneficiaries in NHIF
project.
Sustainability
The member suggested that all who has been identified and enrolled as a beneficiaries are
expected to contributes 50/= per month. The monthly member contribution will be handed over
to Cipad office every end of the month. Personal member contribution is meant for sustainability
of the project. Cipad/CCM will forward KSh 300 for each member to NHIF every end of the
month (as personal contributions expected by NHIF).The member suggestion will be forwarded
to CCM office hence final conclusion from CCM will be enacted upon.
Pastor Wario expressed his appreciation and encourages CIPAD to continue involving the
committee in all decision making matters that demands the same.
A.O.B
Having no any other business the meeting ended at 12.30 with a ward of prayer.

